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Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument

Fir forests, oak groves, wildflower meadows, and steep canyons make 
the Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument an ecological wonder, with 
biological diversity unmatched in the Cascade Range. Approximately 
52,000 acres comprise the monument, which was established in June 
2000 by Presidential Proclamation.

A tremendous variety of plants and animals make homes amidst the 
towering forests, sunlit groves, wildflower-strewn meadows, and steep 
canyons. The Monument is also a bird haven, with more than 200 
species identified, including the Northern Spotted Owl, the Great Gray 
Owl, the Peregrine Falcon and the Willow Flycatcher.

Science & Monitoring Network:

♦ Vision

♦ Potential Partners

♦ Potential Benefits

♦ Potential Pitfalls

♦ Results of First Meeting



♦ Vision

To create a network of entities interested in research and 
monitoring projects in the CSNM

Meeting regularly to coordinate and educate each other 
on study and monitoring results

To work with partners to define a CSNM Science Strategy 
with two major goals:

1) Gain scientific understanding of NLCS resources and landscapes 

2) Apply scientific understanding to management, education, and 
outreach (the term “science” is defined broadly, including basic and 
applied research in both natural and social science, as well as 
inventory and monitoring)



♦ Potential Partners:

Klamath Bird Observatory

Institute of Applied Ecology

The Nature Conservancy

Friends of the CSNM

National Park Service

Private Botany Consultants

GIS/Geospatial Modeling Consultant

Chicago Botanic Institute

Chairpersons of Biology

Friends of the Greensprings

National Center for Conservation Science & Policy *

Southern Oregon University professors 

Several Department Chairs (Environmental Studies, 
Biology, etc.)



♦ Potential Benefits

* More Understanding and acceptance of the program

* Getting scientific and monitoring design assistance from 

research professionals / Universities

* NGO’s can often accomplish more for each dollar

* Leverage funding - CCS

* Find funding by jointly sponsoring monitoring – grants, 

foundations, etc.



♦ Potential Pitfalls  

* Expectations Raised - Building up high expectations that there will be 
consistent funding and the staffing to implement a quality long-term 
monitoring program

* Biased / Self Interested NGO’s – There appears the potential for 
groups to support the monitoring projects which they are 

coincidentally be the best or likely providers

* Lack of Internal Expertise - Designing a defensible research and scientific 
monitoring program is extremely complex.  The devil is in the details -
current staff lacks the expertise to design and select the appropriate studies

* Legal Issues - Some of those interested in assisting with the Network are 
currently and likely future “litigators” and they could be deeply involved in 
monitoring design and implementation 

* Professional researchers - Often do not find credible value in standard 
BLM monitoring protocols 

* Potentially very time consuming process



♦ Our First Meeting in October 

NPS – Vital Signs Indicators presentation 

NPS Spent 3-4 years developing a monitoring strategy for 

their region involved the public, interested scientists, and non-

governmental organizations (NGO’s).  

For the monitoring of their 6 National Parks they have an 

annual, consistent long range budget of $800,000

CSNM:  Lots of interest 

We agreed to begin by meeting to share annual plans for monitoring 

and research in Feb….. 

Awaiting specific comment regarding draft Science Strategy


